- Wide variety of coatings of conveyor belt
- Large followers even at high speeds
- Precise timing thanks to slip-free drive
Transport media: Synchronous belt (endless, with steel reinforcement) 
different coatings possible, 
different belt widths (standard 25/30 mm)

Conveying speeds: 0.2 ... 80 m/min

Workpiece carrier dimensions: 180 x 180 ... 2 000 x 2 000 mm

Workpiece carrier weight incl. workpiece: up to approx. 60 kg

Maximum load per drive (no accumulation mode): up to approx. 300 kg
Sample systems

- Turnaround unit for cast
- Buffering system Door frames
- Timing belt conveyor as lift/transverse unit in a roller conveyor system
- Interlinking and buffering system Foaming system Door seals
- Interlinking Soldering furnace for oil coolers, WP carrier return
- Interlinking Shell construction assembly "Sheet metal part supply for tailgate"